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Covering arrays (CAs) can be used to detect the existence of faulty pairwise interactions
between parameters or components in a software system. The generalization considered
here applies to the situation in which some input combinations are invalid, a requirement
quite common in software testing. In this paper, we study covering arrays avoiding
forbidden edges (CAFEs), where certain pairwise interactions are forbiddenwhile all others
must be covered, and we aim to minimize the number of tests. We establish a theoretical
framework for this problem, by providing connections to the edge clique covering problem,
lower and upper bounds, complexity results and a recursive construction. We also give an
algorithm for the case of binary alphabets.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
An extended abstract of this paper has appeared [13]. This paper differs from that abstract by providing the proofs of the
central results, stating some results in a more general form, more fully exploring the connection to the edge clique covering
number on graphs and to error locating arrays, and discussing asymptotics.
This paper addresses the application problem of testing a complex system whose behavior depends on the values of k
parameters or factors. Suppose each of the k factorsmay take any of g values. To exhaustively test the system,wewould need
gk tests, which is too costly in practice, even for a moderate number of factors k. Instead, covering arrays have been largely
used in this context since they offer effectiveness at a substantially lower cost, having applications ranging from software
and hardware testing [5,12,19,22,23,27,36] to genomics [37] and material sciences [7]. In realistic situations, constraints
involving the factors will restrict certain configurations of the parameters. In this paper, we investigate test plans given by
covering arrays that avoid some fixed set of configurations of the parameters.
Covering arrays provide an alternative to exhaustive testing, by offering a much smaller test suite that guarantees
coverage of all possible interactions from any t factors. In this paper, we focus on t = 2, where pairwise interactions of
factors are tested. A covering array (CA) is a matrix with symbols from a g-ary alphabet g , with n rows and k columns. Each
of its columns represents a parameter and each of its rows gives a test to be performed. The number of rows, n, is called the
size of the array. The array must offer a pairwise (t = 2) coverage of factor values, that is, for any pair of the k factors, the
corresponding columns exhaustively cover all possible g2 combinations of values. In practice, small interaction coverage
(t = 2, 3, 4) has been shown very powerful for software failure detection, and in particular t = 2 offers an excellent
compromise between failure detection and size. Empirical results show that testing all pairwise interactions in a software
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Fig. 1.Mobile phone product line.
system finds most of its faults [12,22,23]; some authors also link pairwise coverage to good ‘‘code coverage’’ [6,14]. The
minimal size of a covering array with k factors with g possible values per factor is denoted by CAN(k, g). For fixed g , this
number is known to asymptotically growas g2 log k [16], offering apractical solution over exhaustively going through g
k tests.
There is a vast literature on covering arrays and their efficient constructions (see Colbourn’s surveys [9,10] and Hartman
and Raskin [19]), including generalizations of the definition presented above. There are situations in which considering t-
way interactions for t > 2 gives additional testing benefits [22] over t = 2, sowe can look at covering arrays of strength t [9].
When each factor i has gi possible values, mixed covering arrays (MCAs) [32] have been considered. Another generalization
of CAs andMCAs targets situations where some factor combinations need not be tested [31,30], the so called covering arrays
on graphs.
Fig. 1 shows an example of a systemwith k = 5 factors. Two of the factors can have three possible values, while the other
three can take any of two different values. Let us first consider the case without constraints on valid configurations. Testing
exhaustively such a system would require 72 = 3× 3× 2× 2× 2 tests, but an MCA of size 9 allows us to test all pairwise
interactions (see MCA in Fig. 1a). If the system is susceptible to failure due to a single factor value or due to a combination
of two factor values, at least one of the tests given by this MCA is guaranteed to fail.
In software, hardware and network testing, we often encounter extra constraints on feasible parameter combinations.
Cohen et al. [8] discuss the application in highly configurable systems, where these types of constraints are common. The
example in Fig. 1 with constraints (C1) to (C6) is extracted from [8]; this hypothetical example reflects portions of the
Nokia 6000 series of mobile phones. These types of constraints can be translated into forbidden tuples (interactions) that
cannot appear as part of a valid test. Other applications frequently present extra constraints such as drug interaction testing,
where certain drug combinations may be forbidden due to known side effects of their combined use, and testing substance
combinations in material science, where some material combinations are explosive and must not be tested [7].
The problemof constructing a test set that covers all allowed pairwise interactionswhile avoiding a given set of forbidden
configurations or interactions has not been satisfactorily addressed in the literature nor by the combinatorial interaction
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testing tools available [8]. Hartman and Raskin state it as a major open problem in covering arrays and suggest ‘‘There
are many open theoretical and algorithmic problems which remain to be tackled. We hope that this paper will inspire
others to improve on our results’’ [19]. The paper by Cohen et al. gives a comparison of various heuristic algorithms that
incorporate such constraints [8]. Bryce and Colbourn and Ronneseth and Colbourn have considered these constraints in the
context of heuristic constructions of CA [5,35]. They consider both edges that are strictly forbidden aswell as edgeswhichwe
strongly do not want but could be accepted if necessary. Finally Hou et al. state an equivalent problem when they consider
aligning DNA sequences [20]. These references do not discuss the theory of avoiding configurations in any detail. The present
paper concentrates on establishing initial theoretical results on the problem, algorithms for building covering arrays with
forbidden configurations as well as bounds on their sizes.
In general, the forbidden interactionsmay be of any size; for instance, in the example of Fig. 1, we could add the following
constraint: ‘‘(C7) The combination of 16 Million colours, Text and 2 Megapixel camera will not be supported’’ [8], which is
equivalent to forbidding the interaction {A, E,G}. However, in the present paper we concentrate on the case of forbidden
pairwise interactions like in constraints (C1) to (C6). In this case, the forbidden interactions can be represented by the edges
of a graph as illustrated in Fig. 1. An array whose rows cover all the non-edges of the graph and avoid the edges of the graph
is called a Covering Array avoiding Forbidden Edges (CAFE), and is exemplified for this case in Fig. 1b.
One might think of the following ‘‘simple’’ construction to build a CAFE(n,G): Take a covering array for the case with
no forbidden edges and for each row that contains a forbidden combination, replace it with one or more rows that avoid
the forbidden edges and still cover the same desired pairs. It turns out that depending on the graph G, a CAFE(n,G) may
or may not exist and that in certain cases even determining which of these cases hold is NP-complete. Thus the simple act
of ‘‘replacing it with one or more rows’’ may not be possible or could be possible but computationally difficult to do! This
difficulty confounds the heuristics of [5,35] even though they may work in many cases. The existence and construction of
CAFEs is a hard problem in general and simplistic methods may not always work.
Next, we summarize our contributions and the organization of the paper. In Section 2, we give themain definitions, basic
bounds and establish relationships between CAFEs and error-locating arrays, and the problem of covering the edges of a
graph by cliques. In Section 3, we study the complexity of the problem. In particular, we show that determining whether
G admits a CAFE can be decided in polynomial time for g = 2, while it is NP-complete for g ≥ 5. In Section 4, we give a
general recursive construction for CAFEs based on CAFEs for the connected components of the graph. We also provide an
asymptotic result based on number of factors and number of edges in the graph. In Section 5, we give an algorithm for g = 2
that partitions the edges of the original graph and gives a CAFE whose size is bounded by k + 1 plus the size of an edge
clique covering number of a certain subgraph of the complement. In particular, when G is bipartite, our algorithm produces
a covering array of a size which is at most k+ 2.
2. Definitions and preliminaries
Let us define the testing problem more formally. Consider a system with k factors (parameters or components) 1, . . . , k.
Factor i can take one of gi possible values, which we consider w.l.o.g. to be in the set {0, . . . , gi− 1}, denoted by [0, gi− 1]. A
test is an assignment of values to factors, i.e., a k-tuple in [0, g1− 1]× · · ·× [0, gk− 1]. The execution of a test can have two
outcomes: pass or fail; we call it a passing or a failing test, respectively. An interaction is a set of values assigned to distinct
factors: I = {(f1, a1), . . . , (ft , at)}, fi 6= fj for i 6= j, and ai ∈ [0, gfi − 1], 1 ≤ i ≤ t . An interaction I is a t-way interaction
if |I| = t . We say that a test (or a k-tuple) T = (T1, . . . , Tk) covers interaction I = {(f1, a1), . . . , (ft , at)}, if Tfi = ai for
1 ≤ i ≤ t . Thus, a test covers exactly (kt) t-way interactions, 1 ≤ t ≤ k. We assume that failures are caused by faulty
interactions, that is, the execution of a test fails if and only if it covers one or more faulty interactions. Covering arrays are
combinatorial designs that correspond to test suites that cover all t-way interactions of factor values, and consequently all
s-way interactions with 1 ≤ s ≤ t .
Definition 1. A mixed covering array, A, denoted by MCA(n; t, (g1, . . . , gk)), is an n × k array, such that each column i
(corresponding to a factor) has values from the alphabet [0, gi − 1], and every possible t-way interaction is covered by
some row, or in other words, for every t-set of factors {f1, . . . , ft} and every t-tuple of values (a1, . . . , at) ∈ [0, gf1 −
1] × · · · × [0, gft − 1], there exists at least one row r (corresponding to a test) such that A[r, fj] = aj for all j ∈ [1, t].
Given t and g1, . . . , gk, the mixed covering array number, denoted by MCAN(t, (g1, . . . , gk)), is the smallest n for which an
MCA(n; t, (g1, . . . , gk)) exists. When gi = g for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, we call the object simply a covering array and simplify the
notation to CA(n; t, k, g), and CAN(t, k, g).
The test suite in Fig. 1a is an example of MCA(9; 2, (3, 3, 2, 2, 2)). Since g1g2 = 9 is a lower bound for n, this gives
MCAN(2, (3, 3, 2, 2, 2)) = 9.
Consider a graph whose edges represent the forbidden pairwise interactions in a system like in Fig. 1. It turns out to be
convenient for the theory that will follow to allow this graph to have loops. Let G = G(g1,...,gk) denote a graph with k parts of
sizes g1, . . . , gk that is k-partite except for the possible existence of loops. The vertices of G are vi,ai , indexed by i, ai where
i ∈ [1, k] and ai ∈ [0, gi − 1]. If g1 = · · · = gk = g , then we simplify the notation to G = Gk,g . We define a graph G| on the
same vertex set as G and including the edges from E(G) but also containing all the edges {vi,a, vi,b} for a 6= b ∈ [0, gi − 1]. A
graph G is said to be factor connected if G| is connected; factor-connected components of G correspond to components of G|.
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To be able to discuss when a CAFE(n,G) exists or even if it is possible to have a single test that avoids G, we need
precise definitions of which pairs that are not in G can be covered whilst avoiding G itself. A k-tuple T = (T1, . . . , Tk) ∈
[0, g1 − 1] × · · · × [0, gk − 1] is said to avoid G = G(g1,...,gk) if for all i, j ∈ [1, k], we have {vi,Ti , vj,Tj} 6∈ E(G). We say that
an interaction {(i, a), (j, b)}, with i 6= j if a 6= b, such that {vi,a, vj,b} 6∈ E(G) is consistent with G if there exists a k-tuple
T with Ti = a and Tj = b that avoids G. A graph is consistent if all interactions {(i, a), (j, b)}, with i 6= j if a 6= b, where
{vi,a, vj,b} 6∈ E(G) are consistent. This definition is equivalent to saying that all forbidden interactions implied by the edges
of the graph are also edges of the graph.
Definition 2 (CAFE). A covering array with forbidden edges for a graph G = Gg1,...,gk is an n × k array A with each column i
having symbols from the alphabet [0, gi − 1], and denoted by CAFE(n,G), such that
1. each row of A forms a k-tuple avoiding G;
2. for all vi,a, vj,b ∈ V (G)with i 6= j, if {vi,a, vj,b} 6∈ E(G), then there exists a row r such that Ar,i = a and Ar,j = b.
We denote by CAFEN(G) the minimum n for which there exists a CAFE(n,G), if such an object exists, or+∞ otherwise.
Similarly, CAFE1(n,G) and CAFEN1(G) are defined by substituting the second condition above by a pointwise coverage
requirement: for all vi,a ∈ V (G) such that {vi,a, vi,a} 6∈ E(G), there exists a row r such that Ar,i = a.
We note that the definition of CAFE(n,G) does not have to specifically mention loops because of the requirement that each
row avoids G.
It is easy to see that there exists a CAFE for G if and only if G is consistent. The minimal supergraph of G that is consistent
is called the avoidance closure of G and denoted by Gˆ. So, a graph is consistent if and only if G = Gˆ. Fig. 1 gives an example of
G and Gˆ. Let E i,j(G) denote the set of edges with an end in factor i and the other in factor j. When a CAFE exists it is also easy
to calculate a lower and upper bound on its size,
max
1≤i<j≤k
(gigj − |E i,j(G)|) ≤ CAFEN(G) ≤
∑
1≤i<j≤k
(gigj − |E i,j(G)|), (1)
since each nonedge between two factors must be covered and any row whose pairs are all covered elsewhere can be
discarded.
As we add edges to G = Gk,g , CAFEN(G) may decrease or increase. For fixed g , when G is empty we know CAFEN(G) =
CAN(k, g) → g2 log k, as k → ∞. The upper bound in Eq. (1) gives CAFEN(G) ≤ g2
(k
2
) − |E(G)|, which in the worst case is
quadratic on k. Indeed, an O(k2) bound is best possible, as a graph consisting of two cliques induced by {v0,i ∈ V (G) : 1 ≤
i ≤ bk/2c} and {v0,i ∈ V (G) : bk/2c + 1 ≤ i ≤ k}, respectively, requires k2/4 rows just to cover the non-edges involving
one vertex in each clique. In contrast, an O(|E(G)|2 + log k) asymptotic upper bound is given in Corollary 11.
CAFEs are strongly related to Error-Locating Arrays (ELAs), which are arrays that can identify and locate all errors/failing
interactions.
Definition 3 ([28,29] (Error Locating Arrays for Graphs)). Let G = G(g1,...,gk). A row r of an array A is said to cover a pair of
vertices vi,a, vj,b ∈ V (G), if Ar,i = a and Ar,j = b. A row of A is said to locate a pair of vertices of G if it covers that pair and
all other pairs of vertices covered in the row are not edges of the graph. An error-locating array for G is an n × k array, A,
with each column i having symbols from the alphabet [0, gi − 1], and denoted by ELA(n,G), such that each pair of vertices
vi,a, vj,b ∈ V (G)with i 6= j (edge or non edge) is located by some row of A.
In plainer terms, for a graph G = G(g1,...,gk) and every pair of vertices not in the same factor, an ELA(n,G)must have a row
which covers the given pair and otherwise avoids the graph G. If there exists an ELA(n,G) for some positive n then we say
that G is locatable, and call the smallest such n the error-locating array number, ELAN(G).
Theorem 3. If G = G(g1,...,gk) is locatable, then CAFEN(G) = ELAN(G)− |E(G)|.
Proof. A minimal ELA(n,G) can be decomposed into two sets of rows. One set whose rows cover each edge from G exactly
once in one (distinct) row. Another set which avoids G and covers all non-edges. The first set must have exactly as many
rows as there are edges in G and the second set is easily seen to be precisely a minimal CAFE(n′,G). 
CAFEs are also closely related to edge clique coverings of graphs.
Definition 4. Let G be a graph. An edge clique cover of G is a set of cliques {Ki}i∈I of G such that for every e ∈ E(G) there
exists an i ∈ I such that e ∈ Ki. The edge clique covering number of G, θ ′(G) is defined as the size of a minimum edge clique
cover. We define an edge clique covering of G to be k-uniform if all the cliques have size k, and denote by θ ′k(G), the size of a
minimum k-uniform edge clique cover of G, or+∞ if one does not exist.
This relationshipwas first noticed by Hou et al. [20] although they only imply the restriction to k-uniform edge clique covers
while never actually formally requiring it and thus confuse and obscure the differences between the two problems of CAFE
and edge clique covers. In their paper they do not attempt to attack the CAFE problem except when the graph is empty and
thus only produce results on normal covering arrays. Ronneseth and Colbourn [35] also briefly discuss the connection to the
edge clique cover problem. Note that θ ′k(G) is different from k-clique edge covers that have been considered in the literature,
where the cliques are not necessarily subgraphs of G [17].
It is easy to see that a CAFE(n,G) with k factors corresponds to a k-uniform edge clique cover of G|, the complement of
G|, with size n.
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Proposition 5. If G = G(g1,...,gk), then CAFEN(G) = θ ′k(G|) ≥ θ ′(G|).
While there are many results on θ ′(G), most of them are not directly applicable to our problem of determining θ ′k(G).
However, in Section 5 we show that θ ′(G|) = θ ′k(G|), when G = Gk,2 (Theorem 15). Therefore, we list next some of the
results on θ ′(G), which can then be applied to build CAFEs with binary alphabets.
Clearly the set of all edges of G is itself an edge clique cover so θ ′(G) ≤ |E(G)|. Erdös, Goodman and Pósa proved that that
this value on the Turán graph is an upper bound on θ ′(G).
Theorem 6 (Erdös, Goodman and Pósa [15]). Let G be a graph on v vertices. There exists an edge clique cover of G of size no
greater than bv2/4c. Furthermore such an edge clique cover exists that consists solely of edges and triangles.
This bound can be improved by a result of Lovász.
Theorem 7 (Lovász [24]). Suppose that = |E(G)| = (v2) − d and t is the greatest natural number so that t2 − t ≤ d. Then
θ ′(G) ≤ d+ t.
Brigham and Dutton show that
θ ′(G) ≤ θ(G)(v − θ(G)), θ ′(G) ≤ β ′(G)(v − β ′(G)), θ ′(G) ≤ α′(G)β ′(G)
where θ(G) is the vertex clique cover number, β ′(G) is the edge independence number and α′(G) is the edge covering
number [1]. The last inequality requires that G have no isolated vertices. Indeed Brigham and Dutton collect many relations
of θ ′(G) to other graph parameters in [1–4]. Gyárfás has shown that if a graph G on v vertices has no isolated vertices and
no pair of equivalent vertices (connected vertices with precisely the same neighbours other than themselves), then its edge
clique-cover number is at least dlog2(v + 1)e [18]. Since θ ′(G) ≤ θ ′k(G), if G = Gˆ = G(g1,...,gk) and the complement has no
equivalent vertices then CAFEN(G) ≥ log2(v + 1)where v =
∑k
i=1 gi.
It is known that determining θ ′(G) is NP-Hard [21,34]. Moreover, the following hardness of approximation result has
been established.
Theorem 8 (Lund and Yannakakis [25]). There exists a δ > 0 such that there does not exist a polytime approximation algorithm
for θ ′(G) that achieves a ratio of vδ unless P = NP.
This suggests that even approximating CAFEN(G)might be a hard problem.
3. Computational complexity results
In this section, we establish main computational complexity results for the problems under study (Theorem 9). Consider
the following languages, associated to decision problems of interest to us:
– AVOID= {< G = G(g1,...,gk) >: there exists a k-tuple avoiding G};
– ONE-COVER&AVOID= {< G = G(g1,...gk) >: for some n there exists a CAFE1(n,G)};
– COVER&AVOID= {< G = G(g1,...,gk) >: for some n there exists a CAFE(n,G)};
– CAFEN= {〈G = G(g1,...,gk),N〉 : there exists a CAFE(N,G)}.
For each language L defined above, we define g-L = {< G = G(g1,...,gk) >∈ L : g1 = · · · = gk = g}.
Theorem 9. Consider the decision problems defined above. Then,
1. 2-AVOID is in P.
2. g-AVOID is NP-complete for g ≥ 3, and so AVOID is NP-complete.
3. 2-ONE-COVER&AVOID and 2-COVER&AVOID are in P.
4. (g − 1)-ONE-COVER&AVOID and g-COVER&AVOID are NP-complete for g ≥ 5.
5. g-CAFEN is NP-complete, for g ≥ 5, and so CAFEN is NP-complete. (Note: this can now be obtained from the more recent
theorem establishing that 2-CAFEN is NP-complete [26]).
Proof. 1. Solve 2-AVOID by solving the following instance of 2-SAT. Associate to each vertex vi,a of G a literal li,a = xi, if
a = 0; ¬xi, if a = 1. Associate to each edge {vi,a, vj,b} of G a clause: (¬li,a ∨ ¬lj,b). The conjunction of these clauses is an
instance of 2-SAT∈ P .
2. To prove that 3-AVOID is NP-complete, we reduce from 3-SAT. Let φ = (l1,0 ∨ l1,1 ∨ l1,2) ∧ · · · ∧ (lk,0 ∨ lk,1 ∨ lk,2) be
a formula with k clauses with 3 literals each. Build G, a k-partite graph with 3 vertices per part, corresponding to the
literals in each of the clauses, and such that {vi,a, vj,b} ∈ E(G) if and only if i 6= j and li,a = ¬lj,b. It is easy to see that φ is
satisfiable if and only if there exists a k-tuple avoiding G.
3. We show that 2-COVER&AVOID can be solved by a polynomial number of calls to a procedure that decides 2-AVOID.
Indeed, it is enough to check for each non-edge {vi,a, vj,b} whether the graph G{vi,a,vj,b} is in 2-AVOID, where G{vi,a,vj,b} is
obtained from G by replacing the vertices in parts i and jwith gi copies of vi,a and gj copies of vj,b, respectively, as well as
copies of their associated edges. A similar argument works for 2-ONE-COVER&AVOID.
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4. This is proven by transforming an instance of g-AVOID into an instance of (g + 1)-ONE-COVER&AVOIDwhich is further
transformed into an instance of (g + 2)-COVER&AVOID; the result follows from the NP-completeness of g-AVOID, for
g ≥ 3, proven in 2. above. Given G, an instance of g-AVOID, build an instance G′ for (g + 1)-ONE-COVER&AVOID in the
following way. Append to G one new part indexed by k+ 1 with a vertex vk+1,0 plus g − 1 isolated vertices. Add a new
vertex, vAi , per part i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k + 1. Add edges between vk+1,0 and each vAi , 1 ≤ i ≤ k. We need to verify that G ∈
g-AVOID if and only if G′ ∈ (g + 1)-ONE-COVER&AVOID. By construction, covering vi,a for 1 ≤ i ≤ k while avoiding G′
can be easily obtained using a (k + 1)-tuple T , with Ti = a and T` = vA` for ` ∈ [1, k + 1] \ {i}. It is always trivial to
similarly cover vk+1,a for a 6= 0. Therefore, G′ ∈ (g + 1)-ONE-COVER&AVOID if and only if we can find a (k+ 1)-tuple T
covering vk+1,0 and avoiding G′, which in turn is equivalent to the first k components of T avoiding G.
Given G, an instance of g-ONE-COVER&AVOID, build G′ for (g+1)-COVER&AVOID in the following way. Append to G one
new part indexed by k+1with a vertex vk+1,0 plus g−1 isolated vertices. Add a new vertex, vAi , per part i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k+1.
Add edges between vk+1,0 and each vAi , 1 ≤ i ≤ k. We need to verify that G ∈ g-ONE-COVER&AVOID if and only if G′ ∈
(g + 1)-COVER&AVOID. By construction, covering a pair {vi,a, vj,b} for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k + 1, j 6= 0 if b = k + 1, while
avoiding G′ can be easily obtained using a (k + 1)-tuple T , with Ti = a, Tj = b and T` = vA` for ` ∈ [1, k + 1] \ {i, j}. To
cover a pair {vi,a, vk+1,0} it is necessary to find a (k+ 1)-tuple, T such that Ti = a, Tj 6= vAj for any 1 ≤ j ≤ k and Tk+1 = 0
which is equivalent to finding a k-tuple in G that covers the point vi,a. Therefore, G′ ∈ (g + 1)-COVER&AVOID if and only
if G ∈ g-ONE-COVER&AVOID.
5. We can reduce from g-COVER&AVOID, by just using N large enough (e.g. the upper bound in Eq. (1)) when deciding
whether 〈G,N〉 ∈ g-CAFEN, and the result follows from 4. 
Bryce and Colbourn have previously shown that 3-AVOID is NP-complete [5]. It has recently been shown that g-CAFEN is NP-
complete, for any g ≥ 2 [26]. The fact that the optimization problem 2-CAFEN is NP-complete contrasts with the feasibility
results given in 1 and 3 above.
4. A recursive construction for CAFEs
We give a construction that allows us to build a CAFE for G, given that we have a CAFE for each of G1, . . . ,Gs, a number
of disjoint components of G with no edges between them. We also require that if Gi contains a point from a factor, then it
contains all points from that factor, thus to each disjoint component Gi we may associate a set of factors Fi which are the
factors it covers. A natural application is to take G1, . . . ,Gs as the non-trivial factor-connected components of G, but it is
useful to state the result in its most general form, by not requiring that each Gi be connected or factor-connected. We also
need to assume that every point in each factor can be set and still avoid the graph.
Theorem 10. Let F1, . . . , Fs be non-overlapping subsets of factors, that is Fi ⊆ [1, k] and Fi ∩ Fj = ∅ for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ s, i 6= j.
Let G = G(g1,...,gk) be a graph with subgraphs G1, . . . ,Gs associated to sets of factors F1, . . . , Fs, and such that every edge of G lies
inside one of the Gi. Assume w.l.o.g. that [1, l] = [1, k] \ (F1 ∪ · · · ∪ Fs), that is, [1, l] are factors for which all its corresponding
vertices are isolated. Assume also that for each vertex, it is possible to find a test that utilizes that vertex and misses the graph. Let
ki = |Fi|, 1 ≤ i ≤ s. If the following designs exist:
1. Pi: a CAFE1(pi,Gi), for each 1 ≤ i ≤ s, that is, a covering array of strength 1 avoiding graph Gi with ki columns and pi rows;
2. Ai: an ai×ki array, such that the array Ci obtained by appending the rows of Pi and Ai is a CAFE(pi+ai,Gi), for each 1 ≤ i ≤ s;
3. P: an MCA(p; 1, (g1, . . . , g`)) on factors 1, . . . , `; (possibly empty (p = 0) if ` = 0)
4. Q : a q× ` array, such that the array C obtained by appending the rows of P and Q is an MCA(p+ q; 2, (g1, . . . , g`));
5. M: anMCA(m; 2, (p1, . . . , ps, p)), that is a mixed covering with m rows, s+1 (or s columns if p = 0) columns with alphabets
sizes p1, . . . , ps, p, respectively.
Then, there exists a CAFE(n,G) with n = m+max{a1, . . . , as, q}.
Proof. Build an array C with its first set of rows consisting of the Ai’s, 1 ≤ i ≤ s and Q , pasted side by side, and adding
arbitrary repeated rows to subarrays in order to complete rows up to max{a1, . . . , as, q}. Complete the array C by addingm
rows, by substituting each symbol a in a column i of M by row a of Pi or P as appropriate. It is easy to check that C avoids
G since the columns of C corresponding to each Fi forms a CAFE for Gi; for this same reason, nonedges within each Gi get
covered. Finally, we can check that the remaining nonedges (nonedges outside Gi) get covered in the lastm rows and that C
hasm+max{a1, . . . , as, q} rows. 
Note that if G 6∈ COVER&AVOID then some of the ingredients may not exist but in this case neither does a CAFE(n,G).
Otherwise, since we have assumed that G ∈ ONE-COVER&AVOID, then G ∈ COVER&AVOID implies that a CAFE(n,G) is
necessarily a CAFE1(n,G) and that each component must have a CAFE1 as well. This insures that all the required ingredients
must exist; in the worst case the Ai or Q might be empty if the Pi or P is already a CAFE for the relevant subgraphs. Also in the
case that the graph, G is empty, this construction becomes a standard product construction for covering arrays with mixed
alphabet sizes [32].
In addition to providing a construction of a CAFE based on its components, the utility of Theorem 10 can be demonstrated
by the following corollary. For instance, if |E(G)| is small with respect to k, the size of a CAFE for G has the same asymptotic
growth as the corresponding covering array without graph avoidance, i.e. linear in g and in log k. This is in stark contrast to
the fact that larger graphs can force the CAFE to grow asΘ(k2), as seen in Section 2.
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Fig. 2. Forbidden induced subgraphs for binary CAFEs.
Corollary 11. Let g ≥ 2 be fixed and let G be a family of consistent graphs such that for all G ∈ G, G = Gk,g and all the edges of
G involve factors in F1 (call k1 = |F1| and the graph on factors F1 is G1). Then, as k→∞,
g
2











1. CAFEN(Gk,g) = O(k21 + log k) = O(|E(Gk,g)|2 + log k).
2. If k1 = o(√log k) (or |E(Gk,g)| = o(√log k)), then CAFEN(Gk,g) ∼ g2 log2 k.
Moreover, as k→∞, if CAFE(G1) = O(f (k1)), then CAFEN(Gk,g) = O(f (k1)+ log k).
Proof. For each G ∈ G, apply Theorem 10 with s = 1. We get that p1 ≤ gk1, since this is the size of the set of points that
must be covered by P . Also, since p = g , we get m ≤ g2k1, asMCAN(2, (p1, p)) = p1p ≤ (gk1)g . Using the upper bound in





q = MCAN(gk−k1) = CAN(gk−k1) ∼ g
2
log2(k− k1),
as shown by Gargano, Körner, and Vaccaro [16]. Therefore, as k→∞, we get













which proves the upper bound in Eq. (2). The lower bound follows easily from CAFEN(G) ≥ q ∼ g2 log2(k − k1). From this
we get 2, and also using the fact that G1 can be chosen so that k1 ≤ 2|E(G)|, we get 1. The last statement follows a similar
proof as for the upper bound in Eq. (2), but using O(f (k1)) as an upper bound for p1 and a1. 
5. An algorithm for constructing binary CAFEs
The following proposition characterizes consistent graphs for g = 2, that is, graphs with g = 2 for which G = Gˆ, or
equivalently graphs that are in 2-COVER&AVOID.
Proposition 12. Let G = Gk,2 be a graph with vertex set V (G) = {vi,a|1 ≤ i ≤ k, a ∈ {0, 1}}. Then, G = Gˆ if and only if all of
the following hold
1. {vi,a, vj,b} ∈ E(G) whenever there exist vertices in the same part, vl,c and vl,1−c such that edges {vi,a, vl,c} and {vj,b, vl,1−c}
exist;
2. {vi,a, vj,b} ∈ E(G) whenever there is a loop {vi,a, vi,a} ∈ E(G); and
3. {vi,a, vi,a} ∈ E(G) (a loop) whenever there exist vertices in the same part, vl,0 and vl,1 such that edges {vi,a, vl,0} and {vi,a, vl,1}
exist.
Proof. The three conditions are shown in parts 1–3 of Fig. 2 respectively. In each case the dashed edge is the edge which
must be in E(G)when the solid edges are present. The statement is also equivalent to saying that G = Gˆ if and only if G does
not contain the subgraphs in Fig. 2 as induced subgraphs, where only solid edges are present. The necessity is clear, for the
dashed lines (non-edges) in Fig. 2 would be non-consistent. The sufficiency is justified next. Let i 6= j and {vi,a, vj,b} 6∈ E(G).
We give an algorithm that generates a k-tuple, T , with Ti = a and Tj = b, and avoids G. Initially, set F = {i, j}. At each
iteration of the algorithm, Tf has been set for all factors f ∈ F . At each iteration, select h ∈ [1, k] \ F . If vh,0 forms an edge
with vf ,Tf for some f ∈ F , then set Th = 1 otherwise set Th = 0. We claim that the set positions in T avoid the graph.
This could only fail to avoid G at this iteration if there was f1, f2 ∈ F such that {vf1,Tf1 , vh,0} ∈ E(G) and {vf2,Tf2 , vh,1} ∈ E(G).
However, this would imply {vf1,Tf1 , vf2,Tf2 } ∈ E(G) by 1, which is a contradiction to the induction hypothesis that there are no
edges involving previously selected positions in T . The algorithm sets F = F ∪{h} and continues iterations until |F | = k. 
The second and third conditions of Proposition 12 imply another condition which is worth mentioning because it would be
used in place of them when focusing on loopless graphs:
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Fig. 3. Configurations for reducing avoidance closed graphs.
4. {vi,a, vj,b} ∈ E(G) whenever there exist vertices in the same part, vl,0 and vl,1 such that edges {vi,a, vl,0} and {vi,a, vl,1}
exist;
Again this condition is illustrated in part 4 of Fig. 2. The dashed edges in the graphs in Fig. 2 can also be thought of as the
edges to add in the process of avoidance-closing a graph G.
The avoidance closure of G, Gˆ, can be efficiently computed. Note a directed graph is transitively closed if whenever there
exists arcs (x, y) and (y, z) then arc (x, z) is present as well.
Proposition 13. For G = G(k, 2), we can compute Gˆ in O(k2 × |E(Gˆ)|) = O(k4).
Proof. Create a directed graph,
−→
G from G in the following manner: for every undirected edge {vi,a, vj,b} ∈ E(G), put
(vi,a, vj,1−b), (vj,b, vi,1−a) ∈ A(−→G ). It is easy to see that G = Gˆ (G is avoidance closed) if and only if −→G is transitively
closed, with the convention that if (vi,a, vi,1−a) is an arc in
−→
G then (vj,b, vi,1−a), (vi,a, vj,1−b) ∈ A(−→G ) for all vertices
vj,b ∈ V (G). From this equivalence, we need to compute the transitive closure of −→G at most k times, and each one can
be done in O(k|E(Gˆ)|) [33]. Translating −→G back to Gˆ is done in the following manner: for every contrapositive pair of arcs
(vi,a, vj,1−b), (vj,b, vi,1−a) in (
−→
G ) put undirected edge {vi,a, vj,b} ∈ E(Gˆ). This can be done in linear time in |E(Gˆ)|. 
Once a graph, G, has been avoidance-closed, if it contains any of the subgraphs in Fig. 3, then one of its factor can be
removed without affecting the existence or the size of a CAFE(n,G). In the first case, the choice of vertices in the second
factor is equivalently dependent on the choice of vertex from the first factor, so the non-edges between these two factors
can be contracted, decreasing the number of factors by one. In second case, the choice of vertex from the factor is forced,
and this factor can be removed. The corresponding column in a CAFE(n,G) can be fully reconstructed later. The details of
these reduction procedures are discussed in the proof of Theorem 17.
Definition 14. Let G = Gk,2 be such that G = Gˆ. G is said to be reduced if it has no subgraphs of the form shown in Fig. 3. If
G is not reduced, it can be reduced by removing factors whose choices are forced or redundant.
For the rest of this section we assume that graphs are reduced but we explicitly include the reduction procedure in
Algorithm 1.
Our next result is that for g = 2, a CAFE for a graph corresponds to an edge cover by cliques of its complement, i.e. for
g = 2 the k-uniform restriction on the edge clique cover does not need to be explicitly imposed.
Theorem 15. Let G = Gk,2 be such that G = Gˆ. Then, CAFEN(G) = θ ′(G|).
Proof. Since every row of a CAFE(n,G) must be an independent set of size k in G|, the maximum size of an independent
set is k and every non-edge of G| must be covered by some row of the CAFE(n,G), it is easy to see that θ ′(G|) ≤ CAFEN(G).
Given any clique in G| (independent set in G|), we show that it can be extended to a clique of size k in G|. Suppose that the
vertices {vi1,a1 , vi2,a2 , . . . , vik′ ,ak′ }, k′ < k, induce a clique in G|. Suppose that neither vertex for part j can be added and still
induce a clique. This means that some edge {vil,al , vj,0} and {vim,am , vj,1}must both bemissing from G|, or in other words that
these two edges are present in G|. If l = m and am = al then vertex vil,al would have been removed to produce a reduced G.
Similarly if l = m and am 6= al then one of factor j or l is redundant and would have been removed to produce a reduced G. If
l 6= m then since G = Gˆ, edge {vil,al , vim,am}must appear in G, this contradicts the fact that this was an edge in a clique in G|.
Hence, every clique can be extended by one point and induction shows that all maximal cliques are of size k. This establishes
that CAFEN(G) ≤ θ ′(G|). 
Using the lower bound on θ ′(G) from [18] we get:
Corollary 16. Let G = Gk,2 be such that G = Gˆ and let k′ ≤ k be the number of factors after G is reduced. Then
CAFEN(G) ≥ log2(2k′ + 1).
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Algorithm 1 Build CAFE(n,G) for g = 2.
Require: G = Gk,2 and G avoidance closed.
procedure BuildCAFE(G) **** (main procedure) ****
CAFE ← ∅
if G 6= Kk,2 then
Using 2− SAT formulation find an independent set of size k, I ∈ G|
Swapping values in each factor if necessary, let I = {vi,0|1 ≤ i ≤ k}
Remove factors that contain a loop
Contract pairs of factors with parallel edges
Order the factors so all 0–1 edges go down and to the right F Topologically sort−→G
V (GB)← V (G); E(GB)← {{vi,0, vj,1} ∈ E(G) : i, j ∈ [1, k]}
V (G1)← {vi,1 ∈ V (G) : i ∈ [1, k]}; E(G1)← {{vi,1, vj,1} ∈ E(G) : i, j ∈ [1, k]}
B← BuildBipartite(GB)
C ← BuildOnes(G1)
CAFE ← {0k} ∪ B ∪ C
for all i, a factor contracted to j do
add new column i in CAFE
set values in column i as forced by values in column j
for all i, a factor with a loop do
add new column i in CAFE
set values in column i as forced by loop.
Relabel values that have been swapped in each factor.
return CAFE
procedure BuildBipartite(G)
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k do
for all k ≥ j > i do
bj ← 0
bi ← 1
for all i > j ≥ 1 do




B← B ∪ {b}
return B
procedure BuildOnes(G)
edge-cover G by cliques (K 1, K 2, . . . , Km)
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m do
for all j ∈ V (K i) do
cj ← 1
for all j 6∈ V (K i) do




C ← C ∪ {c}
return C
Since the extension of cliques to k-cliques can be done greedily (see proof above), any heuristics or approximation
algorithms for the edge clique covering problem adapt directly to produce CAFE(n,G) for g = 2. Additionally we now
know that for arbitrary graph G, there exists a G′ = Gˆ′ = G′k,2 such that θ ′(G)+ 2 = CAFEN(G′) [26]. This result allows us to
translate any hardness of approximation results known for θ ′(G) into one for CAFEN(Gk,2).
In Algorithm 1, we give a method that builds a CAFE for a graph G = Gk,2 = Gˆ. This algorithm reduces the problem
to finding an edge covering by cliques of a subgraph of G|. At a first glance, this might not seem much better than what
Theorem 15 gives us. However, in certain situations the subgraph obtained may be much simpler, as in the case of bipartite
G (see Corollary 20).
Theorem 17. Let G = Gk,2 be such that G = Gˆ and let k′ ≤ k be the number of factors after G is reduced. Let G1 be the graph
calculated in BuildCafe, which is obtained by removing all edges incident to the vertices corresponding to a k-tuple avoiding G.
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Then, Algorithm 1 is correct, and BuildCafe returns a CAFE(n,G) for n = k′ + 1 + m ≤ k + 1 + m, where m is the size of an
edge clique cover of G1.
Proof. If the reduction of G is Kk′,2 then this is equivalent to G = Kk,2 because of closure. So if G = Gˆ = Kk,2 then the
required CAFE is empty. So from now on we assume that G = Gˆ 6= Kk,2. Since G = Gˆ 6= Kk,2, there exists a feasible row via
the reduction from 2-AVOID to 2-SATwhich yields a k-tuple T (test) that avoids G. Thus, we relabel the values of 0 and 1 in
each factor so that T = (0, . . . , 0). After relabeling, all edges of G are between a vertex valued 0 (i.e. vi,0 for some i) and a
vertex valued 1 or are between two vertices valued 1.
Next, we reduce the graph. We remove any factors which have their values forced. This happens to factor i if and only if
there is a loop at vi,1. Note that after we are done building a CAFE for the graph without these factors, we simply put these
factors back into the array as new columns and set their value to 0 in every row. Next, we iteratively contract any pair of
factors which contain two parallel edges between them, that is two edges of the form {vi,0, vj,1} and {vi,1, vj,0}. These edges
imply that the value in factor i must be equal to the value in factor j. Note that after we are done building a CAFE for the
graph with contracted factors, we simply put the extra factors back into the array as new columns and set to their forced
value in every row.
We can now assume that our graph is avoidance closed, has no loops and no pair of parallel edges and thus at most one
edge between any two factors. It has no 0–0 edges and thus only 0–1 edges and 1–1 edges. We reorder the factors so that
all 0–1 edges slope down and to the right, that is, if {vi,0, vj,1} ∈ E(G) then j > i. This is always possible and can be verified
using the fact that there is at most one edge between any two factors and that G = Gˆ (alternatively, it is equivalent to the
fact that the corresponding directed graph becomes acyclic and can be topologically sorted).
We edge-decompose the graph into the subgraphs containing exclusively each of these two kinds of edges: the bipartite
subgraph (GB) and the 1–1 subgraph (G1). We now construct three partial covering arrays each of which avoids the whole
graph. They will cover the non-forbidden 0–0 pairs, the 0–1 pairs and the 1–1 pairs, respectively. The first covering array, A,
is a single row containing only 0’s.
The second partial covering array, B, will have exactly k′ rows with the values given in the array below already set and
for the remaining range of entries, i > j, Bi,j = 1 if {vj,0, vi,1} ∈ E(GB) and 0 otherwise:
1 0 0 0 · · · 0 0 0
1 0 0 · · · 0 0 0
1 0 · · · 0 0 0






We must show that this covers all required 0–1 pairs and avoids all forbidden 0–1 and 1–1 edges. For every pair of factors
i < j, we must always cover the pair {vi,1, vj,0} and this is covered in row i. If we also need to cover the pair {vi,0, vj,1} this
is done in row j; Bj,i = 0 since this pair is not a forbidden edge.
We now check that we do not cover any forbidden edges. Suppose B`,i = 0 and B`,j = 1 for i < j < l (by the construction
of B, this range is the only place such an forbidden edge could be covered). By construction the pair {vi,0, v`,1} is not an edge
of G, {vj,0, v`,1} ∈ E(G) and by closure, {vi,0, vj,1} is not an edge of G. Similarly, suppose B`,i = 1 and B`,j = 1 for i < j < l.
By construction, both {vi,0, v`,1}, {vj,0, v`,1} ∈ E(G). If {vi,1, vj,1} was a forbidden edge then by the existence of these three
edges and closure we get that {vj,1, vl,1} ∈ E(G) and thus factor l was removed because its value was forced to be 0. Thus
{vi,1, vj,1} is not a forbidden edge.
The third partial covering array, C , will have one row for each clique in an edge clique cover of the complement of G1
(only on the vertices at the 1-level). These cliques in the complement are independent sets in G1 and thus avoid the 1–1
edges and every 1–1 pair that is not an edge will be covered. These are also cliques in the graph G| and thus by the proof
of Theorem 15 they can be extended to maximal cliques of size k′, which is equivalent to completing this row of C while
avoiding G. 
Next, we want to apply the algorithm to bipartite graphs. We need the following lemma.
Lemma 18. Let G = Gˆ. Then G is bipartite if and only if G| is bipartite.
Proof. We first note that the ‘‘if’’ part of this lemma is trivial so we need only prove the ‘‘only if’’. Since G is bipartite it has
a 2-coloring {T , F} of its vertices. We claim that there is a colouring which which has the desired property of colouring the
two points in a factor differently. We note that since G is bipartite, it has no odd cycles.
Suppose that there exists a factor, j, where both vertices are forced to have the same color. This would mean that there is
an even length path in G from vj,0 to vj,1. Since there exists at least one even length path connecting the two vertices of some
factor, let vi,0 = q0q1q2 . . . q2r+1q2r+2 = vi,1 be the shortest even length path between two vertices of the same factor. Thus
q0q1 and q2r+2q2r+1 are edges of G, so by closure q1q2r+1 is an edge of G. However, this implies q1q2 . . . q2r+1 is an odd cycle
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in G, which contradicts the assumption that G is bipartite. So G has a 2-coloring in which vi,0 and vi,1 get different colors for
every factor i. 
From this proof we can see that the two colour classes are equivalent to two disjoint rows of a CAFE, thus we get the next
result.
Corollary 19. G is bipartite if and only if it admits a CAFE(n,G) which contains two disjoint rows.
Corollary 20. Let G = Gk,2, G = Gˆ and suppose that G is bipartite. Let k′ ≤ k be the number of factors after G is reduced, then
CAFEN(G) ≤ k′ + 2 ≤ k+ 2.
Proof. Since G is bipartite, so is G| by Lemma 18. Thus, we can choose the k′-tuple avoiding G in Theorem 17, as one of the
two parts of G|, which yields G1 with no edges andm = 1. Thus the CAFE produced by Algorithm 1 has size k′ + 2. 
We know that the graph G which has edges {vi,0, vj,1} for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k has CAFEN(G) = k + 1 so the upper bound
given by this algorithm is close to best possible in this case.
If every factor connected component of G is bipartite then using Theorem 10 we get:
Corollary 21. Let G = Gk,2, G = Gˆ and let k′ ≤ k be the number of factors after G is reduced. Suppose the factor connected
components of the reduction of G are {G1,G2 . . .Gs} with k′i factors in Gi. Assume also that each Gi is bipartite. Then
CAFEN(G) ≤ CAN(s, 2)+ max
1≤i≤s
{k′i} − 1 ∈ O(log s+ max1≤i≤s{k
′
i}).
Proof. Algorithm 1 produces Pi which all have size 2 and can be used in Theorem 10. 
For the case of non-bipartite graphs, Algorithm 1 requires us to build an edge clique cover of G1. In this case, we can use
one of the constructive results on edge clique covers listed in Section 2.We hope that an edge clique cover ofG1will bemuch
smaller than one of Gˆ|, as it was in the case of bipartite G. A direction of further research is to extend the results obtained for
bipartite graphs to other interesting classes of graphs.
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